Cars include computers for monitoring systems and managing __ efficiency.

iPhones, iPads, iPods, and iMacs are products of __.

All computing devices use a microprocessor, maybe from __ or AMD.

Tablets now play __ files, replacing portable DVD players.

MP3 players are getting smaller while holding more __.

Phones and digital cameras can record __, replacing camcorders.

Nook and Kobo e-readers and iPads are alternatives to paper books.

Flash/thumb drives continue to increase in memory capacity.

__, routers, ethernet cables and WiFi provide the internet to end users.

Smart __ now replace the functions of a multitude of electronic devices.

Electronic devices need electrical power to function; don't forget your __.

Traditional stereo systems are giving way to phone and tablet __ stations.

Be sure to use a password on your computers, phones, and WiFi to fight __.

Real estate professionals may use a laser rangefinder to measure __ large rooms.

The Sony __ came before the portable CD player and MP3 players.

Get a PC, laptop, notebook or tablet __.

Gaming __ like Playstation or Xbox are hugely popular.

Modern remote __ for entertainment systems almost require a training class.

Electronic devices communicate using 3G/4G, WIFI, Bluetooth, or __.

GPS technology was originally developed by the U.S. __ and classified.

__ allows short-range connections to headsets, cars, speakers and more.

You may have one of these implanted if you have an irregular heartbeat.

A digital __ can keep track of how much walking or exercise you get.

You may have __, cable, or just broadcast TV.

Coming soon: Web-enabled __ like toasters, coffee makers and microwaves.

The original electronic device; you'll need one for math class.

Digital camera resolution is measured in __.

Computer __ include a mouse, keyboard, printer, scanner and more.
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